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Seabed Mapping

Introduction
Within the last 5 years, technological improvements in bathymetric survey equipment
and the widespread introduction of multi-beam echosounder systems (MBES) within
the offshore survey industry have meant that it is now increasingly cost-effective to
achieve 100% sea floor coverage. Furthermore, although the primary purpose is
generally to survey the bathymetry of the seabed, interpretation of acoustic
backscatter information and ground-truthing data collected during the survey, in
combination with the bathymetry, can be used to produce detailed indicative maps of
other features, such as substrate type and anthropogenic features.
East Riding of Yorkshire Council recently commissioned a swath bathymetry survey
(100% seafloor coverage to IHO Order 1a) for 219km2 of nearshore coastline from
Flamborough head to Spurn Point (Figure 1). This report describes the methodology
and interpretation of the bathymetry and backscatter data to produce a series of
detailed thematic indicative maps, including surficial substrate, EUNIS marine
habitats and anthropogenic features. The quantification and assessment of onshore,
offshore and alongshore coastal process interactions, sediment transport rates and
formation of offshore features is outside the scope of this report, and requires further
investigations and research.

Figure 1: Survey coverage
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Marine Habitat Classification Scheme
Marine Habitats were mapped using the European Nature Information System (EUNIS)

habitat types classification, as modified by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee
(JNCC, see http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/04_05_introduction.pdf). EUNIS is a
hierarchical classification ranging from basic descriptions (high level classifications)
such as littoral rock through to very detailed descriptions (low level classifications).
Up to 6 levels are defined but Levels 4-6 involve the biology and accordingly the
MBES survey can be used to map to Level 3 only; nevertheless, the results of Level
3 and substrate mapping can be used by other agencies who might wish to map to a
more detailed level.
Level 1 Environment (marine)
A single category is defined within EUNIS to distinguish the marine environment from
terrestrial and freshwater habitats.
Level 2 Broad habitats
These are extremely broad divisions of national and international application for
which EC Habitats Directive Annex I habitats (e.g. reefs, mudflats and sandflats not
covered by seawater at low tide) are the approximate equivalent. At EUNIS Level 2,
there are eight broad marine habitats classifications (Table 1).
Typical UK
boundary
depths

Rock and thin Sediment

Sediment

Littoral Rock

Littoral Rock and thin Sediment

Littoral Sediment

Infralittoral Rock

Infralittoral Rock and thin
Sediment

Rock

MLWS

Sublittoral Sediment

5 m CD

Circalittoral Rock

Circalittoral Rock and thin
Sediment

Table 1: EUNIS Level 2 marine habitat classifications

Level 3 Main habitats
These serve to provide very broad divisions of national and international application
which reflect major differences in biological character. They are equivalent to the
intertidal Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) selection units (for designation of
shores in the UK) (JNCC, 1996) and can be used as national mapping units. At
EUNIS Level 3 (Table 2), the broad habitat types from EUNIS Level 2 are subdivided further based on sediment type, wave exposure and tidal current strength.
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Rock

Rock and thin Sediment

High energy
littoral rock

Moderate
energy
littoral rock

Low energy
littoral rock

High energy
littoral rock
and thin
Sediment

Moderate
energy littoral
rock and thin
Sediment

Low energy
littoral rock
and thin
Sediment

High energy
infralittoral
rock

Moderate
energy
infralittoral
rock

Low energy
infralittoral
rock

High energy
infralittoral
rock and thin
Sediment

Moderate
energy
infralittoral
rock and thin
Sediment

Low energy
infralittoral
rock and thin
Sediment

High energy
circalittoral
rock

Moderate
energy
circalittoral
rock

Low energy
circalittoral
rock

High energy
circalittoral
rock and thin
Sediment

Moderate
energy
circalittoral
rock and thin
Sediment

Sediment

Littoral
mud

Littoral
sand

Littoral
mixed
sediment

Littoral
coarse
sediment

Sublittoral
mud

Sublittoral
sand

Sublittoral
mixed
sediment

Sublittoral
coarse
sediment

Low energy
circalittoral
rock and thin
Sediment

Table 2: EUNIS Level 3 marine habitat classifications
In the classifications, ‘Rock’ collectively refers to bedrock, stable and artificial substrata
(concrete, wood, metal), as well as glacial till which offshore is compact and non-mobile
material, comprising consolidated boulder clay, sand, large pebbles and boulders. Mobile
cobbles and pebbles with gravel and coarse sand are collectively referred to as ‘Coarse
Sediment’. ‘Mixed Sediment’ consists of mixtures of gravel, sand and mud which may
contain stones and shells.
The littoral zone lies landward of Mean Low Water Springs (MLWS) with the sublittoral zone
seaward of MLWS.
For areas of ‘Rock” or ‘Rock and thin Sediment’ the sublittoral zone is split into the
infralittoral zone and the circalittoral zone based upon site specific biological parameters.
‘Rock and thin Sediment’ is applied to areas with some surficial sediment through which the
underlying bedrock geology or glacial till is discernable in the bathymetry.
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Habitat Mapping Methodology
Bathymetry, backscatter and ground-truthing data were used (Figure 2) to provide
information for the production of maps displaying anthropogenic features (e.g. cables and
pipelines, wrecks, trawl marks and sea defence structures), substrate type and EUNIS Level
2 and Level 3 seabed habitat maps.

Figure 2: Seabed mapping stages

Bathymetry
The IHO Order 1a standard swath bathymetry survey of the nearshore zone from
Flamborough Head to Spurn Point was commissioned by East Riding of Yorkshire Council,
in conjunction with Natural England. The Maritime & Coastguard Agency kindly allowed used
of their Civil Hydrography Programme Survey Specification v.1. The survey commenced on
7 January 2011 and was completed on 5 May 2011. Bathymetric data was acquired using a
dual head Reson 7125. The UKHO was commissioned to quality-control the data, and to
convert the processed, quality-controlled data set from WGS84/Chart Datum to
OSGB/Ordnance Datum, at 1m resolution.
IVS Fledermaus version 7.3 was used to load the bathymetry data and to export the files as
one single layer for subsequent use in ArcGIS 10. Figure 2 illustrates the fine resolution of
the bathymetry and, superimposed on aerial photography, also demonstrates the required
overlap with land-based survey data thus avoiding the well- known "white ribbon" strip of
seabed close to the shore where data seldom is captured. Figure 3
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Figure 2: Flamborough Head bathymetry
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Hillshade
Within ARCGIS v10, a hillshade layer was derived which is a form of artificial sunillumination which helps to enhance depth changes and features in the bathymetry dataset.
This layer is particularly useful for displaying areas of bedforms (Figure 3) and seabeds of
variable texture where there are numerous depth changes across relatively short distances
(Figure 4). The enhancement of features this layer provides enables sediment transport
directions and near bed velocities to be estimated. These may inform coastal processes and
numerical and physical modelling of scheme designs, defence asset performance and
onshore-offshore-alongshore impacts of offshore development or shoreline management
measures.

Figure 3: Flamborough Head bathymetry
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Figure 4: Bathymetry (top); bathymetry plus hillshade (bottom)
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Seabed Slope
A seabed slope was derived, calculating the slope angle of the seabed by using a central
cell and comparing its value to those around it. This layer helps distinguish those areas of
the seabed that have a steep gradient or sharp changes in slope, and those areas which are
relatively flat. In particular, the seabed slope map aids in the identification of bedrock and
geological features, sedimentary bedforms and anthropogenic features (e.g. pipelines and
channels). These can be seen clearly in Figure 5, off Easington, where the features coloured
in yellows, oranges and reds are easily distinguishable from the mid to dark greens that
represent a relatively smooth, flat seabed.

Figure 5: Bathymetry (top); Seabed slope (bottom)
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Backscatter
The amount or intensity of the return beam (“backscatter”) can indicate the nature and
composition of the seabed (Figure 6), which can provide information on the roughness and
nature of the seabed substrate, which in turn can indicate changing sediment type. However,
it is not simply a case that a given backscatter intensity represents a defined sediment type.
Many other factors can influence backscatter intensity, for example changes in seabed slope
or adjustments to settings aboard the survey vessel. Backscatter therefore requires careful
analysis and must be viewed in combination with bathymetry and ground-truthing information
to give confidence in the resulting marine habitat and substrate type maps.

Figure 6: Backscatter off Thornwick Bay

Backscatter files were delivered by the survey contractor in a post-processed file format. All
processing was performed using FM Geocoder, part of the IVS Fledermaus 7.3 software
suite. The mosaiced files were exported from FM Geocoder as TIFF images which were
combined in ArcGIS10 to produce a single viewable map.
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Figure 7: Bathymetry (top) and backscatter (bottom) off Mappleton

Figure 7 displays the seabed off Mappleton. The importance of backscatter for substrate
classification and habitat mapping can be seen by a series of dark grey ‘islands’ in the centre
of the backscatter image, boundaries which are not clearly visible in the bathymetry. Since
the backscatter boundaries are observed across numerous survey lines, it can be concluded
that these denote a real change in seabed texture; for example, either constrained pockets
of sediment within an area of exposed or outcropping bedrock, or of a different grain-size to
the surrounding substrate. However, the backscatter does not provide any information as to
what types of sediment the boundaries are showing – for example gravel to sand or sand to
mud. To define this substrate type or marine habitat, combined analysis of bathymetry,
backscatter and ground-truthing information is required.
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Ground-truthing
Ground-truthing data is an important requirement for creating marine habitat and substrate
type maps. A wide range of information can be useful, such as sediment samples, dive
records (including photographs and videos), topographic beach survey data and marine
geology maps (solid and drift).
141 sediment samples were taken during the swath bathymetry survey. Figure 8 shows
some examples of the sediment types identified in the survey area.

Clay

Sand

Mixed Sediment

Gravel, Cobble

Figure 8: Sediment variation in the nearshore zone: Clay, Sand, Mixed and Coarse Sediment

An assessment of volume recovered from each sample also provided an indication of the
thickness of sediment. This aided interpretation in areas of seabed where the surface
expression of the underlying geology was spatially variable. Further substrate information
was kindly provided by Seasearch collected from their Yorkshire, Flamborough, North
Holderness, Easington and Dimlington surveys.
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Hydrodynamic Data
Wave exposure and tidal current parameters were estimated from Admiralty chart tidal
diamonds coupled with wave data from East Riding of Yorkshire Council's Datawell
Waverider buoy located approximately 6km offshore of Hornsea.

Literature Search
A literature search was conducted for reports, journals or papers giving details on the
seabed or hydrodynamic conditions in the area and any evidence to support the location of
boundaries required for the marine habitat maps. The infralittoral to circalittoral boundary is
an example of where literature information was required in order to identify its location.

Marine Habitat Boundaries
The littoral to sublittoral boundary was created by producing a MLWS contour through the
bathymetry (0.9m CD Scarborough; 1.1m CD Bridlington; 1.2m CD Spurn Head). The
infralittoral to circalittoral boundary was taken as between 5 and 8m below lowest tide levels.
Accordingly, a range of contours were selected due to the variability of the measured or
modelled light attenuation over the length of the surveyed area. From Bempton to the
southern side of Flamborough Head a contour of 6.9m CD (-10.25m OD) was selected,
which was then merged within Bridlington Bay with a contour of 3.9m CD (-7.25m OD) that
extended from Bridlington to Spurn Point. The majority of the survey area was classified as
moderate energy, with the northern sector of Bridlington Bay classified as low energy.

Substrate Map
A substrate map was then derived by removing the depth boundaries and the ‘Rock and thin
Sediment’ category. The example shown in Figure 9 indicates areas of bedrock, variations in
broad sediment types and areas of bedforms.

Figure 9: Substrate mapping off Flamborough Head
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Anthropogenic Features
Anthropogenic features were identified, including submerged surface or armoured pipelines
and cables, wrecks, sea defence structures and other artificial features visible in the
bathymetry (Figure 10). A generic term of ‘Seabed Scars’ is used to encompass marks on
the seabed that may have been caused by human activities such as by trawls or anchoring.

Figure 10: Anthropogenic features – pipelines and cable trenches (top) and wrecks (bottom)

A total of 61 wrecks had been identified in the survey area, of which 25 were not located
during this survey and one new uncharted wreck was discovered. Only significant wrecks
were reported as a result of the large number of static pots and fishing equipment
encountered, along with a highly variable seabed topography which has hundreds of small
features such as ridges, erratics and dunes.
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Confidence
Following discussions with JNCC, the MESH confidence assessment tool (see
http://www.searchmesh.net/Default.aspx?page=1635) was used to determine confidence
levels in the acquired remote sensing data, ground-truthing data and the interpreted
mapping and data products, so that end-users can determine their adequacy for decisionmaking.
Bathymetric data collected using the MCA Civil Hydrography Programme Specification
generally produces a high confidence level due to the 100% seafloor coverage and vertical
and horizontal positional accuracies. The Confidence Assessment for the marine habitat
mapping produced for the Flamborough Head to Spurn Point survey was 87, indicating a
high level of confidence in the remote sensing data acquisition, ground-truthing available and
interpretation of the various datasets to generate the series of maps and datasets. The full
results of the confidence assessment can be found in Annex 1.
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Seabed Mapping Results
East Riding of Yorkshire Council has made the bathymetric data freely available for
download from www.channelcoast.org either as text, ascii or SD (Fledermaus) files. The
EUNIS Level 3 Marine Habitat map and Substrate Type map are also available for viewing
and download as shapefiles. Summary maps of:
•

Bathymetry

•

Backscatter

•

Seabed slope

•

Anthropogenic features

•

EUNIS level 3 marine habitat

•

Substrate

have been prepared for the following sections of coastline:
•

Bempton

•

Flamborough

•

Bridlington

•

Hornsea

•

Skipsea

•

Tunstall

•

Withernsea

•

Easington

•

Spurn

An overview of the bathymetric features observed is provided for each geographic area. The
surveyed area was found to contain a wide range of substrate and habitat types. Furthermore, some particularly unusual features were found, which have been the source of much
interest and debate among geologists. The British Geological Survey has kindly provided
some interpretation, although further investigations are required to determination geological,
geomorphological and glacial processes contributing to their formation and sedimentological
composition.

Seabed Depressions
Approximately 1700 depressions were identified in thin impermeable glacial till sediment
cover on Boulders Bank Formation (Tappin, pers. comm) between Bridlington and Spurn
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Point, primarily concentrated offshore of Fraisethorpe (Figure 11). These depressions were
0.2 – 0.3m deep, and 7-8m diameter. The glacial till deposits are generally impermeable and
formed of a thin sediment cover on Bolders Bank Formation. The origin of these features
requires further research and investigation but they may be potentially caused by differential
de-watering of the surficial sediment.

Figure 11: Surficial depressions off Fraisethorpe. Bathymetry (top and centre), slope (bottom)
showing concentration of depression features and proximity to the shoreline
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Shallow Sinuous Ridges
Along an 11km stretch between Tunstall and Holmpton, there are what appear to be mobile,
fragmented and sinuous sand ridge and banks at the seaward margin of the coastal sand
accumulation (Tappin, pers. comm). These features have a crest height of approximately
-5m OD, are about 1m high and 20 - 40m wide. They appear to be distinct from the offshore
banks, which are possibly composed of coarse-grained sediment, probably up to cobble
grade, derived from erosion of the underlying Bolders Bank Till Formation. In cross-section,
these ridges have their scarp slopes facing mainly to the southwest. Water depths here are
12 - 15 m and their formation is probably multi-modal, potentially the remains of old beach
ridges, related to the rapid coastal recession that has occurred over the past few hundred
years (Tappin, pers. comm).

Figure 12: Geological and geomorphological features offshore of Tunstall (top) and
Withernsea (bottom)
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Bempton

Bempton
The south east section of this area is comprised almost exclusively of exposed bedrock
including the inter-tidal and sub-tidal rock platform at the base of the Speeton and Bempton
Cliffs. Nearshore geological folding and fracturing features in the area offshore of Thornwick
Bay is clearly evident and extends north/northeastwards from the shoreline rock platform.
The northern margins of these bedrock exposures appear to have a covering of sediment,
although the thickness of sediment is apparently relatively thin since the underlying geology
can be detected.
The remaining area is mostly covered by a sufficiently thick layer of fine-grained sediment to
mask the underlying geology, although there are isolated outcrops of rock. Pockets of finegrained sediment are also apparent at the base of Thornwick Bay coves between Bempton
and Flamborough Head, and along the seaward margin of the rock platform.
There is no evidence of sand waves, ripples or other bedform features in the relatively
featureless expanses of sediment further offshore, apart from in the lee of some of the rock
outcrops and a wreck. The lack of such features suggests that the thickness of sediment is
not sufficient to permit formation of bedforms. Within this area, scour downdrift of outcrops
and wrecks indicates that the sediment transport in this area is from west to east, whilst the
scouring in the lee of a wreck offshore of Thornwick Bay indicates low sediment transport
rates and thin sediment thicknesses.
A couple of wreck features have been identified. Other seabed scars or anthropogenic
features were not apparent in this area.
Nearshore marine habitats comprise fairly extensive areas of infra- and circalittoral ‘rock’,
and ‘rock and thin sediment’, which are exposed to moderate energy wave conditions and
tidal currents. Further offshore, sublittoral sand dominates. There are a few outcrops of
sublittoral ‘rock and thin sediment', which are covered by a varying thickness of sand.
Although boundaries between the different sediment types are usually indicative as there is
a gradual change from one substrate to another, in this area, there are clear distinctions
between substrate due to the dominate influence and extent of the underlying bedrock.
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Bempton
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Bempton
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Bempton
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Bempton
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Bempton
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Bempton
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Flamborough Head

Flamborough Head
The nearshore area immediately adjacent, east and north of the Flamborough Head
comprises rock platform and bedrock outcrops, whilst the remaining area is dominated by
distinct expanses of fine-, mixed- and coarse-grained sediments.
The inter-tidal and sub-tidal rock platform extends offshore some 300-500m on the east and
north facing shores of Flamborough Head, respectively; on the southern flank of the Head
the platform extends offshore approximately 150m. At the margin of the rock platform there
is a thin covering of sediment though which the underlying bedrock is still detectable. Further
offshore, the thickness of sediment increases although overall there is a general lack of
sediment to sufficiently mask the underlying geology.
The surveyed area extended approximately 4-6km offshore of the Head. The offshore area
to the east is mostly covered by mixed and coarse-grained sediments. Sediments arising
from erosion of the cliffs and offshore seabed to the north are transported southwards by
wave driven currents. Offshore of Flamborough Head there is a lack of detectable bedforms
in the mixed and coarse sediment; however, to the south, the interaction of Flamborough
Head with the tidal and wave driven currents has resulted in the formation of the extensive
dynamic offshore sand bank of Smithic Shoal. This dominant bedform feature exhibits
impressive sinuous ridges with parasitic sand waves and ripple features clearly defined. The
northern tip of the shoal is approximately 1.3km from the Head. The shoal feature is
dynamically controlled by the tide and wave driven currents, and aligned from northeast to
southwest. The sandbank is in the order of 10km in length, 3km wide (south of Bridlington)
and 13m high from the surrounding seabed, with elevations ranging from -6m OD on the
crest to -21m OD on the surrounding seabed.
Ten wreck features have been identified between Bempton Cliffs and Sewerby Park. An
outfall was also identified extending some 900m from the Sewerby frontage.
The northern section of Bridlington Bay, extending from the southern shore of the Head to
Bridlington, is largely protected from the extreme northerly and northeasterly storm
conditions. The areas of infralittoral and circalittoral ‘rock’ and ‘rock and thin sediment’ within
this zone experience relatively lower energy wave conditions and tidal currents compared to
the infralittoral rock and thin sediment further offshore to the south and east. South of the
Head the sublittoral sand comprising the Smithic Shoal dominates.
Subsequent repeat swath bathymetry surveys, either for the full frontage or targeted areas,
would enable spatial and temporal analysis to be conducted to determine and quantify
offshore and nearshore sediment transport rates and directions, and potentially shoreline
and nearshore evolution studies.
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Flamborough Head
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Flamborough Head
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Flamborough Head
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Flamborough Head
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Flamborough Head
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Flamborough Head
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Bridlington

Bridlington
The nearshore and offshore areas within Bridlington Bay and extending south towards
Wilsthorpe are relatively shallow and dominated by an extensive area of sediment,
predominantly sand, with areas of mixed sediment between Bridlington and Sewerby.
For the majority of this area, the thickness of sediment is generally sufficient to mask the
outcrops of glacial till bedrock, which has been found at a depth of 2-3m below the beach
surface (Mclachlan, pers. comm.).
There are a significant series of sand waves and ridges on the western flank of the extensive
offshore sand bank of Smithic Shoal. This bedform feature is topographically distinct from
the surrounding seabed, with elevations increasing from-10mOD in the central part of the
bay to -7m OD on the western shoulder of the bank system. Between the northwest flank of
the Smithic Shoal and Bridlington there appears to be a thinner covering of mixed sediment
over the underlying geology.
Within the bay, four wreck features have been identified. No other seabed scar or
anthropogenic features were identified.
As described in the Flamborough Head section, the northern section of Bridlington Bay,
extending from Sewerby to Wilsthorpe, is largely protected from the extreme northerly and
northeasterly storm conditions. The areas of infralittoral and circalittoral ‘rock’ and ‘rock and
thin sediment’ within this zone experience relatively lower energy wave conditions and tidal
currents compared to the infralittoral ‘rock and thin sediment’ further offshore to the south
and east.
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Bridlington
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Bridlington
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Bridlington
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Bridlington
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Bridlington
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Bridlington
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Skipsea

Skipsea
From Bridlington south to Spurn Point the surveyed area extends approximately 2km from
Mean Low Water. The bathymetry in the nearshore zone off Skipsea is relatively shallow and
gently sloping, and is dominated by an extensive area of sand, with more extensive areas
and patches of mixed sediment further to the south. Between Barmston and Ulrome, the
seabed sediments are generally sufficiently thick to mask the underlying geology. Further
south, off Skipsea, the underlying glacial till bedrock is more detectable suggesting the
thickness of mixed sediment is thinner. To the south of Sewerby the seabed surface is
covered by a layer of glacial till which varies in thickness from 20 to 30m (McLachlan, pers.
comm.)
Approximately 1700 shallow depressions 0.2–0.3m deep and 7-8m in diameter were
identified between Bridlington and Spurn Point, primarily concentrated offshore of
Fraisethorpe. The depressions are in relatively extensive areas of fine-grained sediment
overlying generally impermeable glacial till. Discussions with colleagues at British Geological
Survey indicate that the origin of these features requires further investigation but they may
be potentially caused by differential de-watering of the surficial sediment.
No bedforms were identified.
A single wreck feature offshore of Ulrome was identified but no other seabed scar or
anthropogenic features were found.
For all nearshore areas south of Bridlington, the infralittoral and circalittoral ‘rock’ and ‘rock
and thin sediment’ areas (compact till deposits and veneer of surficial sediments)
experience relatively moderate energy wave conditions and tidal currents. Sublittoral sand
dominates the seaward margin of the active foreshore and areas north of Skipsea, whilst
sublittoral mixed sediments are more extensive offshore and to the south.
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Skipsea
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Skipsea
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Skipsea
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Skipsea
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Skipsea
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Skipsea
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Hornsea

Hornsea
Throughout this shallow and gently sloping area, the extensive underlying geology is evident
including prominent shore parallel outcrops and ridges. There are localised patches of mixed
sediment offshore but of insufficient thickness to cover the glacial till bedrock exposures and
outcrops. Closer inshore, the sand is thicker and masks the underlying glacial till bedrock.
No bedforms were identified.
A single wreck feature was identified off Hornsea but no other seabed scar or anthropogenic
features.
Analysis of the hydrodynamic data, from real time tide gauges, waverider buoys and UKHO
sources indicate that the infralittoral and circalittoral ‘rock’ and ‘rock and thin sediment areas’
(compact till deposits and veneer of surficial sediments) experience relatively moderate
energy wave conditions and tidal currents. The majority of the Hornsea area is circalittoral
‘rock and thin sediment’, with infralittoral ‘rock and thin sediment’ occurring in the landward
extensions of gullies, channels and in other isolated pockets. Sublittoral sand dominates the
seaward margin of the active foreshore.
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Hornsea
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Hornsea
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Hornsea
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Hornsea
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Hornsea
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Hornsea
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Tunstall

Tunstall
Along an 11km stretch between Tunstall and Waxholme, a series of unusual shore-parallel
outcrops and irregular, fragmented, highly-sinouous ridge features were observed in the
shallow and gently sloping bathymetry. The sand ridges and bank features have a crest
height of approximately -5m OD and are about 1m high and 20 - 40m wide. Discussions with
colleagues at British Geological Survey indicate that these are mobile sand or mixed
sediment ridge features. Further offshore are distinct banks, possibly composed of coarsegrained sediment, probably up to cobble grade, derived from erosion of the underlying
Bolders Bank Till Formation.
Offshore, the sediment is generally mixed is quite thin, being insufficiently thick to cover the
glacial till bedrock exposures. Closer inshore, the sand is thicker and masks the underlying
bedrock.
No bedforms were identified.
Throughout the Tunstall area, glacial till bedrock is covered with a thin sediment dominates,
and also occurs in the landward extensions of gullies, channels and in other isolated
pockets. As further north, sublittoral sand dominates the seaward margin of the active
foreshore. The infralittoral and circalittoral ‘rock and ‘rock and thin sediment’ areas
experience relatively moderate energy wave conditions and tidal currents.
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Withernsea

Withernsea
The unusual, shore parallel and highly-sinuous ridge features found just North of
Withernsea, between Tunstall and Waxholm, continue South past Withernsea town for
approximately 1km before becoming fragmented and sparse. These ridges exhibit very
similar properties with a crest height of approximately -4 to -6ODm and are about 1m high
and 20 – 40m wide. Seaward of these ridges the seabed slopes is gentle with only the
outcrops of exposed glacial till bedrock interrupting the natural slope of the seabed.
Offshore the sediment remains mixed and insufficiently thick enough to mask the underlying
bedrock features and outcrops for the majority of the Withernsea area.
No bedforms were identified.
A single wreck feature was identified approximately 1km offshore to the South of
Withernsea.
Throughout the Withernsea area glacial till bedrock is covered with a thin veneer of sediment
and experiences moderate wave energy conditions and tidal currents. Infralittoral ‘rock and
thin sediment’ is present at the nearshore as landward extensions of gullies and channels
and experiences moderate wave conditions and tidal currents. Sublittoral sand dominates
the seaward margin of the active foreshore.
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Easington

Easington - Spurn
The nearshore area off Easington is dominated by a platform of hard compacted material
and distinctive shore-parallel outcrops of the glacial till; further offshore a thin veneer of
sediment covers an extensive area of this compacted hard material. Approximately 1.5km
offshore there are discrete, possibly mobile, mixed sediment ridges generally parallel with
the shoreline. There are also further examples of these ridge features at the seaward margin
of the glacial till bedrock platform.
The patches of sediment within the platform area are largely mixed sediments of sufficient
thickness to cover the till bedrock exposures. Closer inshore the underlying till bedrock is
masked with sand.
Radiating out from the shore at Easington are a number of anthropogenic features e.g.
pipeline and trenches which appear to have been excavated through the mixed sediment
and the underlying compact glacial till. The shape of these features suggest that they have
not been infilled since construction, indicating that sediment transport rates are relatively low
offshore of the rock platform.
Some restricted areas of bedforms were identified in the nearshore sand south of Easington
and at the neck of the Spurn peninsula, indicating a reasonable thickness of fine-grained
sized sediments.
The areas of circalittoral and infralittoral glacial till covered with a thin veneer of sediment
along the Easington area experience relatively moderate energy wave conditions and tidal
currents. Offshore, circalittoral rock and thin sediment dominates, with a narrow fringe of
infralittoral ‘rock and thin sediment’ to seaward of the nearshore sublittoral sand.
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Spurn Point

Spurn Point
The bathymetry off Spurn Point is highly variable. The number, extent and scale of the
various bedforms indicates a highly dynamic sediment transport system, reflecting the
strong, complex and interacting tidal currents and nearshore wave conditions this frontage
experiences. On the eastern nearshore flank of the peninsular the seabed is relatively
shallow, with gently sloping elevations to -12m OD. The seabed beyond the sandy foreshore
is predominately mixed sediment, although a relatively extensive area of fine-grained
sediments is evident to the east of the Point. The significant sand wave and ridge features
that this area contains indicate high tidal velocities. The Binks sandbank was not within the
surveyed area.
To the south and south-west of the Point, water depths are of the order of 30m, and
generally relatively shallow, although immediately offshore of the Point is a steep bank, with
elevations dropping from -3mOD to -31mOD over 120m. The seabed is dominated by
extensive areas of sand and coarse-grained sediments and within the sandy areas there is
an extensive array of bedform features including sand waves, ripples, and ridges.
Off the Point, 10 wreck features were identified but no other seabed scar or anthropogenic
features. The thicknesses of sediment, bedform morphology and high tidal currents off the
Point indicate that sediment is highly mobile, resulting in localised scour around some of
these wrecks.
The areas of circalittoral and infralittoral glacial till bedrock are covered by a variable
thickness of sediment and experience relatively moderate energy wave conditions and tidal
currents. Offshore, a narrow fringe of till bedrock is discernible seaward of the nearshore
sublittoral sand at the seaward margin of the sandy foreshore.
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Annex 1 Confidence Assessment

http://www.searchmesh.net/confidence/confidenceAssessment.html

Remote Techniques
An assessment of whether the remote technique(s) used to produce this map were
appropriate to the environment they were used to survey. If necessary, adjust your
assessment to account for technique(s) which, although appropriate, were used in deep
water and consequently have a significantly reduced resolution (i.e. size of footprint):
3 = technique(s) highly appropriate
2 = technique(s) moderately appropriate
1 = technique(s) inappropriate
Remote Coverage
An assessment of the coverage of the remote sensing data including consideration of
heterogeneity of the seabed. This can be simply achieved in a coverage x heterogeneity
matrix, as illustrated below:
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Coverage

Heterogeneity
Poor (large gaps between swaths;
Track spacing >100m)
Moderate
(50%; track spacing <100m)
Good
(100%; track spacing <50m)

Low

Moderate

High

2

1

1

3

2

1

3

3

3

Remote Positioning & Ground Truthing Position
An indication of the positioning method used for the remote / ground-truth data:
3 = differential GPS
2 = GPS (not differential) or other non-satellite ‘electronic’ navigation system
1 = chart based navigation, or dead-reckoning
Remote & Ground Truthing Standards Applied
An assessment of whether standards have been applied to the collection of the remote /
ground-truth data. This field gives an indication of whether some data quality control has
been carried out:
3 = remote / ground-truth data collected to approved standards
2 = remote / ground-truth data collected to ‘internal’ standards
1 = no standards applied to the collection of the remote / ground-truth data
Remote Vintage & Ground Truthing Vintage
An indication of the age of the remote / ground-truth data:
3 = < 5yrs old.
2 = 5 to 10 yrs old.
1 = > 10 years old
Biological Ground Truthing Technique
An assessment of whether the ground-truthing techniques used to produce this map were
appropriate to the environment they were used to survey. Use scores for soft or hard
substrata as appropriate to the area surveyed.
Soft substrata predominate (i.e. those having
infauna and epifauna)
3 = infauna AND epifauna sampled AND
observed (video/stills, direct human observation)
2= infauna AND epifauna sampled, but NOT
observed (video/stills, direct human observation)
1 = infauna OR epifauna sampled, but not both.
No observation.

Hard substrata predominate (i.e. those
with no infauna)
3 = sampling included direct human
observation (shore survey or diver
survey)
2 = sampling included video or stills but
NO direct human observation
1 = benthic sampling only (e.g. grabs,
trawls)

Physical Ground Truthing Technique
An assessment of whether the combination of geophysical sampling techniques were
appropriate to the environment they were used to survey. Use scores for soft or hard
substrata as appropriate to the area surveyed.
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Soft substrata predominate (i.e. gravel, sand,
mud)
3 = full geophysical analysis
2 = sediments described following visual
inspection of grab or core samples (e.g.
slightly shelly, muddy sand)
1 = sediments described on the basis of
remote observation (by camera).

Hard substrata predominate (i.e. rock
outcrops, boulders, cobbles)
3 = sampling included in-situ, direct human
observation (shore survey or diver survey)
2 = sampling included video or
photographic observation, but NO in-situ,
direct human observation
1 = samples obtained only by rock dredge

Ground Truthing Sample Density
An assessment of what proportion of the polygons or classes (groups of polygons with the
same ‘habitat’ attribute) actually contain ground-truth data:
3 = Every class in the map classification was sampled at least 3 times
2 = Every class in the map classification was sampled
1 = Not all classes in the map classification were sampled (some classes have no groundtruth data)
Ground Truthing Interpretation
An indication of the confidence in the interpretation of the ground-truthing data. Score a
maximum of 1 if physical ground-truth data but no biological ground-truth data were
collected:
3 = Evidence of expert interpretation; full descriptions and taxon list provided for each habitat
class
2 = Evidence of expert interpretation, but no detailed description or taxon list supplied for
each habitat class
1 = No evidence of expert interpretation; limited descriptions available
Remote Interpretation
An indication of the confidence in the interpretation of the remotely sensed data.
(Interpretation techniques can range from ‘by eye’ digitising by experts to statistical
classification techniques):
3 = Appropriate technique used and documentation provided
2 = Appropriate technique used but no documentation provided
1 = Inappropriate technique used
Detail Level
The level of detail to which the ‘habitat’ classes in the map have been classified:
3 = Classes defined on the basis of detailed biological analysis
2 = Classes defined on the basis of major characterising species or lifeforms
1 = Classes defined on the basis of physical information, or broad biological zones
Map Accuracy
A test of the accuracy of the map:
3 = high accuracy, proven by external accuracy assessment
2 = high accuracy, proven by internal accuracy assessment
1 = low accuracy, proved by either external or internal assessment OR no accuracy
assessment made
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